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Hare Le Pro 

Venue Newlands Corner 

Scribe Teq 

HOW HASHES  ARE 
SABOTAGED 

Or “How Petal Pulls it Off”…. 
You may well notice that I 

(Teq) avoid the “Start Circle” like 
the plague and, indeed, a “Hare 
Talk” like a set of plagues (Covid 
pales into insignificance!) … you 
won’t want to know why!! 

ALSO: my first rule of hashing 
(after No Poofters, ..of course) is 
“Never, ever, ever, ever listen to 
the Hare”! 

So after “arriving too late for 
the first two” (not really!!), I also 
had to avoid the Hare trying to 
encourage me to join the 
“walkers” (whatever they are!) 
as he “sheep herded” them 
(presumably like pushing string) 
to some point in the (let’s call it) 
trail that somehow made it 
more “conducive” for them. 

The avoidance took the form of 
pretending to pee in the woods 

in the opposite direction to 
where the “Proper” pack had 
lurched off. 

Post pee (I didn’t actually 
have one!); I had a good old 
“Popeye style” guess at where 
t’Trail might meander and 
jogged on, NOT much less 
than 180 degrees in the wrong 
direction, and, not wanting to 
fall of the edge of the world, I 
turned “hard-a”  starboard 
(did you know they used to 
call “Port” “Larboard”?
Presumably to cause 
confusion in noisy sea and 
battle conditions : “Turn to 
**arboard I screamed Mr. 
Dunwoody! And you turned to 
*arboard and we’ve hit the 
*uggers!” 

I expect they changed it to 

“Port” to avoid that, or maybe 
that was just to remind 
“gentlemen”  which direction 
to pass fortified wine at 
“Knob” dinners, who knows?) 

Well that turned out to be 
“successful” and what did I 
espy BUT …. Dut, der der 
dutdut de derrrr - flour!! 
HahHah Hah I gurgled I am 
going to WIN!!! Soon to be 
followed by “Bugger! It is the 
in-trail!  

Never mind; I GENERALLY find 
it more “cerebral” solving 
inverse checks … sort of trail 
runs out and you have to 
blunder about to find a check 
circle… BUT not with Le Pro!  

5 to 10 yards and there it is!! 
UNTIL, of course, I find what 

Petal and I eventually call “Our 

rubbed out” Check, but I get 
ahead of myself…..: 

“Great” I say, “a real problem 
to solve; I’ll cast about and try 
finding the trail leading to it” …  

Here’s the “results” of my 20 
minute meanderings!  

At some point I meet the 
“Late” Petal who had 
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somehow “blundered” onto 
the in-trail with Lord Raleigh. 

We agree to “cast about” 
separately and I disappear 
South with a “I’ll see how far I 
have to go along this track to 
not find any flour”. 

Petal’s effort leads to finding 
ANOTHER destroyed check, 
with NO SIGN of any flour 
between the two; one of the 
best bits of trail “Sabotage” I 
have ever experienced! 

Brilliant! 
Mind you the destroyed check 

was pretty badly done, lots of 
“evidence”! Here its is: 

Anyway; Petal hears some 
signs of Hashers lost at the 
“1st” “Ex-Check” and gets 
them back on track by taking 
them to …. 

“Our” “Ex-Check”!! Hooray. 
I return by …. Following the 

“In Trail” of course and who 
should I catch up with but Lord 
Raleigh. 

Back at Bongo I move it to 
somewhere nearer the start 
and set up my “shop” with the 
back up against the grass bank 
before a lovely grassy area, 
ripe for “free association”. The 
rear door of the Bongo is at 
“eye height” and NOTHING I 
do; arranging chairs, boxes, 
crates, boulders, bits of wood, 
tapes, mine-fields or signs, as 
obstructions will discourage 
some from accessing the 

Continued page 27 
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Receding Hare-Line 2022 - Runs start at 11:00 sharp! 

Directions 

Run    2433 

Date   4-Sep-22 

Hare(s) Speedy Humper 

Venue Pirbright 

On On White Hart or Cricketers. TBC. 

Post Code     GU24 0JE 

OS SU946560 

Scribe FRB and TBC  

what3words exchanges.easy.statue 

2434 11 Sep   

2435 18 Sep Eskimo and Eveready Hastings 

2436 25 Sep Bodyshop TBC Pirbright 

2437 2 Oct   

2438 9 Oct   

2435a 18 Sep FRB & J Arthur Ripley (Surrey!) 

Our and Other Hash Events 2022 
17 / 18 September 2022 – starting on Saturday in Old Town Hastings, 
with a short trail and a full SH3 trail Sunday as usual at 11:00. 
 
NOTE:: 
18 th September 2022 SH3 Alternative trail to Hastings—FRB and J 
Arthur at Ripley (Surrey!). Full details soon. 
 
Other stuff  : 
Riviera HHH Away Weekend - Albenga, Italian Riviera 16-18 
September 2022 
See link on email 

N

The Runday Shag Page 2 

Take the A322 north from Guildford, through Worplesdon, and 
just before Brookwood at the lights turn left on to Cemetery Pales. 
Enter the village, take the right hand fork into Avenue De Cagny. 
Parking is on the left of Avenue De Cagny. 
Overflow parking in school Lane or around the green. 
On Out is near the traffic lights and cricket pavilion...opposite the 
car park. 
 
Walkers trail will begin on different coloured flour, runners to catch 
them up.... 

Email belcher@surreyh3.org to volunteer for trails 

Contiunued from page 1 
 “storeroom” rather that the “counter” …. Don’t they know 

how “proper old fashioned shops” (like my Dad’s) work? 
The “Petal Recovered” pack drift in and normal service 

resumes. The great “Where is the OnOn Pub” debate arrives 
at “The Horse and Groom”, Merrow … at the bottom of the 
“smaller” road going North. 

There were various Down Downie things, but I didn’t take 
much notice and a sort of “sticky group” of ne’er do wells 
loitered about, getting their pic-nics and chairs out enjoying a 
sort of “Bunking Off School” atmosphere in the pleasant 
afternoon sun not going to the pub. 

Someone got a call from a “Hasher Pubber” saying they 
weren’t that welcome - Result! 

OnOn 
Teq 
 
Recorded tracks to the right; 
The “full Monty” with “Teq’s Meanderings” inset. 

Caption Competition 

Normal rules apply ……. 

The hash operates by members offering to be Hares and lay 
trails. If they don’t it all falls apart. Recently we have been 
having trouble finding Hares, in fact we don’t have one for the 
Sunday after this Sunday ...just saying.—Teq 
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Hare(s) Le Pro 

Venue Newlands Corner 

OnOn Hare and Hounds 

DOWN WE GO,  THANKS 
TO LE  PRO 

The hare cannot be blamed 
for everything. With a handle 
like Blunder, any hasher might 
confuse chalk with flour and 
call an erroneous on on. The 
other front runners, finding the 
correct solution at that check, 
went charging on along a path 
with no flour, just because the 
arrow had sent them there. All 
this allowed Le Pro time to get 
the walkers down the road well 
ahead of the front runners, a 
master-stroke. Yes, but running 
down a busy road with no 
pavement is not to be 
encouraged, and frankly our 
trail to the foot of the A25 – a 
very long path to the east, a 
hairpin bend, another very long 
path back again – is not to be 
recommended to any hare. 
Occasional checks mystified us 
by an H; my guess – this is not 
part of Surrey tradition – would 

be that the hare meant a re-
group. Shades of ‘king 
Wally……  

As our little group 
(Doggy-style, Tail End 
Charlie, J. Arthur and I) 
reached the turning point we 
were asking ourselves 
whether we would ever see 
the front runners again 
(Atalanta, Bean/Blunder, 
Silent Knight). Answer, No, 
not without back checks, 
and Le Pro seems not to use 
back checks, essential to 
any trail aiming to hold the 
pack together (At Last!! - 
Teq). His solutions were 
almost always straight on, 
sometimes with a thin 
pretext of complexity when 
we found check circles a 
few yards north of the trail 
we were on. But we were 
wrong. In among that 

magnificent cathedral of tall trees 
on the opposite side of the A25 
we found our friends, because 
some malevolent prankster had 
set out to obliterate the trail, and 
indeed were joined there by 
Mother Brown. This closing part 
of the trail, up that long hill, was 
much better, not just for those 
trees, but because Le Pro had set 
his trail in an elegant serpentine 
form. 

We were back at the bucket 
about 12.10; Silent Knight 
recorded 6.8 Km. Mother Brown 
brought us up to date on the 
health of Ear Trumpet, and Lord 
Raleigh on Cracker’s. Strumpet 
reminisced on write-ups; all very 
stimulating. Ms Bean welcomed 
Sticky Balls, and for some reason 
Proxy; then Birthing Blanket as 
stand-in RA eloquently listed her 
sinners – the usual suspects, as in 
the film Casablanca. And as 

usual I have forgotten them and 
their sins, in an oblivion 
doubtless inspired by beer.,  

There is a strange asymmetry 
about bullying. Those bullied 
are keenly conscious of it, and 
will remember it all their lives; 
those responsible are usually 
quite unaware of what they 
have done, and seldom use the 
word “bully” of themselves. 
They are more likely to use 
words such as teasing or banter 
– actual physical violence is 
unusual outside the school 
playground.. (Schools 
themselves all have wonderful 
policies in place but are deeply 
reluctant to pursue real-life 
allegations). Did you ever bully 
anyone? Everyone answers 
“No!”; we should examine our 
memories more closely. 
Indeed, our consciences. There 
are plenty of other words: 
hector, harangue, over-ride, 
over-bear, mock, belittle – but 

no, such words could never 
be applied to us, could they? 
Perish the thought! 

Yes, well, think of the 
arguments you have won, or 
believe you have won; how 
did you actually get there? 
Think of the times you have 
had your own way; how 
exactly did you manage 
that? The other person may 
well think very differently of 
this encounter. 

We bolster our self-esteem 
by behaviour which others 
may resent – attitudes of 
national or racial superiority, 
intolerance, male arrogance: 
all examples of our own 
weakness, not strength. 

FRB 
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